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Toms Guide is supported by the audience. If you make a purchase through a link on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. See more more More See more There is no native option to download images from Instagram, so you need to get the job done using third-party software. You can find two
ways for Android and PC below. Read Next: How to Adjust Instagram Privacy Settings | How to unblock someone on Instagram The first one is perfect for casual users as it allows you to download images from Instagram without having to install any software on your device. The second method is a better
choice if you need an Android/Windows app and plan to download more images. How to download images from Instagram - AndroidMethod 1: Downloadgram Search for the Instagram image you want to download on your Android device, tap the icon above the image (3 vertical dots) and select Copy
Link. The next step is to go to the DownloadGram website, paste the link into the text box (long press and tap Paste), tap Download and Download Image. When the download is complete, you will see the image in the gallery. Step-by-step instructions: Method 2: Go to the Fast Save Google Play Store for
Instagram and download free FastSave for Instagram app. The next step is to launch the app, switch the Fast Save Service feature and select Open Instagram. Tap the icon above the image you want to download (three vertical dots) and select Copy Link and the app will automatically download the
image. You can choose My Downloads within the app or check all downloads in your phone's gallery. Read next: How to unblock someone on InstagramFastSave may not allow you to download more than one image at a time, but it works much faster than the first. If you plan to download a lot of photos
from social networks, you should use this option. Step-by-step instructions: How to download images from Instagram - PCMethod 1: Downloadgram The website used to download images from Instagram to Android devices can also be used for PCs. The process is equally simple: find the image you want
to download and click . Click < a0>.</a0> Icon (3 horizontal dots) Show some options and select Go to Post. Copy the URL of the page and paste it into the text box on the DownloadGram website. All that's left is to click Download and click Download Images and wait for your PC to perform the magic.
Step-by-step instructions: Method 2: Save-o-gramSave-o-gram is the way to go if you want to download multiple images from Instagram at the same time. To get started, download the software from the official website and open it when you are ready. After that, all you have to do is enter your
username.Alternatively, link to the text box above, select the image you want to download and click Download selected photos or Download as ZIP file. You can also choose all the images at once to save time or print them. However, the software is free to use for only 7 days. Then it's a good deal for
those who regularly download images from Instagram. Step-by-step instructions: Bookmark images on Instagram If you want, just save the images to view them later and you don't need to download them to your device - you can bookmark whatever you like. Read next: 10 best apps like Instagram is how
to do it on your Android device. Find the image you want to save and tap the bookmark button below it. That's it! To see all the saved images, go to your profile, tap the menu icon in the upper right corner, and select the Saved option. The process is more or less the same on the PC. Step-by-step steps:
You have - these are the best methods you can use to download images from Instagram, but there are a few others as well. Which is your favorite? Let us know in the comments! As a designer, you will never have too many assets. From the best free fonts to free WordPress themes and website
templates, you never know when they come in handy. These days, the New York Public Library has been digitized, with more than 180,000 photos, illustrations, maps, and more available for free download at the highest resolution possible. Each image may be included in the copyright or in the public
domain. According to the New York Public Library, permission is not required and there are no restrictions on its use. Blossom Restaurant, Berenis Abbott/Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Art, Prints and Photography Department: Photo Collection, New York Public Library, photographs by Walker Evans,
Dorothea Lange and others, photo documents of Ellis Island immigrants by Lewis Hines, letters written by Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison and politicians, etc. The future of digitization Interestingly, the agency is updating its API to provide developers with access to the collection's
metadata and encourage playful gaming and visualization. Why not make GIFs from a vast collection of stereoscopic images? a series of images of Egyptian gods and goddesses painted by French artists in the early 1800s, NYPL's in-house technology department has also released a number of
interactive public domain releases. One such remix is navigating the green book that assembles road trip itineraries from the addresses listed in the mid-20th century travel guide for African Americans.Put out restaurants, hotels, gas stations, and sights that didn't discriminate against blacks in sunset
towns and times of segregation. The free images available at the New York Public Library are fascinating. But be careful: once you start browsing, you will lose the rest of your day. Did you like this? Many organizations, from publishers to bloggers, rely on the work of photographers to give their content
even more life. But in the digital age, it's easier to reuse photos, so people need to make sure they're acting in line with copyright law. Piracy is a serious issue and photographers want their work to be protected and used correctly. The good news is that there are a lot of free images on the web that you
can use ethically and legally, but you need to know where to look. Public domain images are available to everyone and can generally be used for any purpose they want for commercial use. Images can enter the public domain for a variety of reasons. The copyright may have expired or the image may
have been taken by a branch of the government, and the owner may have lost the right for some reason. There are plenty of places to find public domain images online, but many of the sites offer eye-poppingly limited and inadequate results over eye candy. Here are our favorite places to download public
domain images. The rights are usually a little different, but we also included some free stock photo platforms to help you find the images you are looking for. Disclaimer: Copyright properties and conditions vary by image. To avoid legal penalties and lawsuits, make sure you understand your license and
comply with the restrictions. Please publish at your own responsibility. Whether you're looking for photos, audio, or other content, Creative Commons is one of the best choices for public domain content. The site's handy search utility allows you to type search terms in the top right corner and filter the



results based on flickr, Fotopedia, Pixabay, Google images, and a number of other reputable spots to host photos. You can also search for images that are part of Met Museum's public domain collection. Remember that your site searches for images with Creative Commons licenses and may not
necessarily fall into the public domain. In many cases, it can still be used, but it can be restrictive. The site should also automatically search for commercially available content, but it's a good idea to double-check your license just by being on the secure side. EveryStockPhoto has an attractive and easy-to-
navigate interface that displays some of the most popular searches on the left for easy access. With the built-in search bar, the siteView resources and exhibit them in classic thumbnail views or column views to sort them. When you click on an image, EveryStockPhoto displays photographers, license
types, resolutions, and other information. Unfortunately, you need to register for a free account depending on the image source. With over 54 million media files available for free, Wikimedia is another great tool for finding different types of public domain content. Users manage complex sites, such as
uploading, tagging, and classifying files, and the majority of the content is available and can be modified as long as they attribute the original author or lissen. Wikimedia has a fairly wide list of categories, from nature to engineering, and even public domain categories to filter results more. If you use the
search bar in the upper-right corner, type PD before the search word to limit the results to public domain images only. For example, try searching for PD Abraham Lincoln to display only public domain images of the late president. Flickr doesn't just house millions of protected images. It's also the perfect
source of information to find material licensed by Creative Commons or that has made its way into the public domain spectrum. The site features a wide array of images and a comprehensive search feature allows you to sift through images much faster than the built-in image browser. Many images on
Flickr are at your control as long as you trust the photographer. After entering a phrase in the search bar, you'll see Any license in the drop-down menu at the top left, choosing the purpose for which you want to sort the image. As with any site in Roundup, it's best to see what the restrictions are on the
original content owner's image and avoid legal trouble. Some flickr images are not subject to copyright, some can be used for anything, including commercial purposes, while others require simple attribution or hyperlinks to sources. If you are looking for a great collection of historical images, check out the
Library of Congress Photo Stream. If you are looking for a place to download a collection of resources for designing personal or commercial websites, im free whether you are going to build a personal blog using one of the best blogging sites or create a commercial enterprise using Wix, Weebly, or one of
the many quality website builders. We offer everything you need. IM Free is billed as a curated collection of free web design resources, all commercial, meaning assets can be used on for-profit websites. However, while many images and textures can be downloaded for free, it is important to note the
commercial use clauses as there is no free license. About stock photosIM Free handles all model and location releases, so you don't have to check if your image requires attribution. Behans is another extension of Adobe products. It's a platform where photographers, graphic designers, and creatives can
share the world together. It's also a great platform for publishers, bloggers, and other sources of images that can be added to content. However, not all images are freely available, but if you want Behance to retrieve the image, you must read each user's permissions before downloading the image. Many
photographers on the site are willing for redistribution and give you full Creative Commons permission to feature their work. Also, behance's photo standards go so high that you won't have a hard time finding quality content! Dreamstime has a similar look and feel to Shutterstock, but it also includes free
photos. The site asks users to sign in and there are some photos that require credit for download, but they choose a lot of free images. In fact, compared to other sites in our Roundup, Dreamstime has the best variety, given that it pulls from Creative Commons and many other websites. As long as you
keep your search queries wide, your searches are also accurate. And if you're looking for something less specific, we offer a slew of common categories. Most of the free images require attribution - and are actually prepared for ads that buy images from stock photography companies. Death to stock
photography is not what you would expect. Paying subscribers have access to an online library of photos with new images each month, but simply sign up for the platform's email and they'll occasionally receive some free photos delivered to their inbox. Co-founders David Shelley and Ally Lehman found it
hard to find attractive photos that could be used for free on blogs and personal websites, so they decided to offer them themselves. The platform is now a place for out of stock photos. This used to be monthly delivery, but according to the website, free photos are now delivered occasionally. For $12-$15
per month, you can access the entire library of the site and get additional monthly photos. Some of that money goes to different artists, allowing more variety in libraries. Like waterfalls and puppies, space photos can be difficult for home photographers to capture. That said, NASA is your cosmic and a
place to go for all of the needs of the other world. The independent agency offers mind-blowing photos that it has captured over the years, completely free of charge. The site also has a number of galleries that you can browse if you need something specific. Whether it's a retro shot of Neil Armstrong on
the moon,It highlights the surface of Mars, or something more recent, and NASA probably has you covered. If you need rocket images or images related to other spacecraft, check out SpaceX's Flickr page. Pexels offers photos with a Creative Commons Zero (CC0) license. You don't have to attribute
your photos to photographers, you can edit them freely and redistribute them to your heart's content. Photos are provided by Pexels users or from any of the other websites that offer free-to-use images, including Unsplash (see above) and Little Visuals. The company says it's adding hundreds of new
photos every day, so the size of its picture library is continually expanding. If you use Pexels frequently, consider contributing CC0 images to your portfolio. Stock photos are not new to the internet and there are a lot of royalty-free, copyright-free alternatives worth looking into if the aforementioned site
doesn't pan out for you. Most offer high-quality images with several provisions, such as attribution and non-commercial use restrictions, while others offer public domain images or free stock photos. Below are some website notes. Freestock has a diverse selection of images, logos, and videos that you
can download. If you plan to use content on your website, you will often need to return the link, but otherwise there will be no restrictions. Videos of waving flags and taking glittering water are classic examples of things you won't find anywhere else, and the site has a neat keyword feature that makes
browsing similar photos relatively easy. As one of the first to enter the stock photo scene, Morgue Files has been since the late 1990s. The images are not in the public domain, so you can't claim ownership, but you're free to use them in creative projects. Whether you search or browse links, click on the
postage file on the left - others in the navigation bar lead to paid stock photo websites. You have to register for a free membership to download images using Freerange, but it is quick and you have access to a huge archive of high-quality images that you can use for personal and commercial use. You'll
see some ads, but that's for good reason. Photographers are rewarded when a user clicks on an ad next to a post. Promoting more than 20 million free images, StockVault is great for photographers, designers and students looking to share their work for both personal and non-commercial use. The site
has a clean design and simple navigation, but search results are likely to include both StockVault and Shutterstock images (for a fee). Either way, the site offers a great collection of images, regardless of the topic. Getty Images GetAnd we renamed it Free Images, bolstered traffic and made the site more
popular than ever. You need to sign up for a free account before downloading anything, but once you launch and run it, you can choose from around 400,000 images. Some people are free to use it, but they must notify artists or adhere to the standard set of restrictions outlined. As another free site that
users maintain exclusively, public domain images host a hodgepoging of images that users can download at any time. You can also upload images to post to your library. Click on the photos to see more information about the cameras used, artists, licenses, and some other technical features. If you're
feeling generous, you can also choose to PayPal for a premium download or buy an artist a joe. Free Digital Photography offers both premium and free versions of its images for personal or commercial use. Almost all images are available as free downloads, but there is a fee if you want to increase the
resolution and overall image quality. The site offers a great selection of categories, from travel to architecture, and if you already know what you're looking for, you'll have the option to filter search results by photo, illustration, or specified image ID. As the title suggests.com textures (previous CG textures)
primarily provide textures. Made by graphic designers for graphic designers, this site is super easy and fun to create textures. Everything featured on the site is free, but you'd need to sign up for a membership to access your entire photo collection. The site also offers an assortment of traditional
photographs such as animals and skulls. There is also a neat gallery that introduces how people have successfully used textures in the past. This is a great way to spur some ideas for potential projects or to be terrified of what people can make. Built by photographers and graphic designers, PicJumbo
accommodates users looking for free, premium and stylized images for commercial use. Like many stock photo sites, PicJumbo's images often have a clean, fresh look that is appealing to many lifestyles and the aesthetics of photography enthusiasts. PicJumbo is also neatly organized into collections that
can be downloaded as individual downloads or as packages by upgrading to a premium subscription. PicJumbo has a Photoshop plugin that also allows you to search the site's image library without opening a browser. Run by a company based in Pikwaswizz Ireland, PikWizard offers free stock photos on
various topics, including images with people. The platform runs by the same company that created the Design Wizard, making it easy to integrate images.Design with just a few clicks. Paid photos are combined with free photos, but you'll want to browse the results looking for images with no premium mark
in the corner. As with all free stock photo websites, read the full user agreement - for example, if you created a creative derivative, Pik Wizard still owns the rights to the image. Entering a photo game for the first time? Tripod.
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